
LECTURE 12. TUTORIAL WITH THE AICON CODE 

 

Hello, everyone. Welcome to my third lecture. In this lecture, I am going to 

introduce how to use AICON2 Pro to calculate the transport properties and how to 

use BoltzTrap2 to calculate the transport properties. This presentation tells you how 

to do it. You can download it and try it yourselves. 

AICON rely on several external programs to achieve its functions, such as scipy, 

pymatgen. The installation of AICON itself is very easy, the main difficulty comes 

from installing and configuring these libraries correctly. So before install AICON, 

these program should be installed first. The former two are used to do mathematical 

operation and data process, while the last three are used in automatic workflow 

control. 

 

 

This picture shows a whole workflow of using AICON to calculate transport 

properties. Before calling AICON, these first-principles calculations should be 

finished first. As can be seen, at least 13 calculations need to be run. Some will be 

simple and will cost a short time, while some of them will be a little bit complex. 

 



 

 

After finishing all these first principles calculations, the results have to be collected 

into corresponding directories named exactly as this list shows. Basically, you need 

three band structures calculated at different volumes, effective mass at CBM and 

VBM, and second valence or conduction band if it exists. Dielectric constant and 

elastic constants. 

 

 

You can use AICON –h to display the help information. I think I have given you 

clear explanation for each argument. There is one argument I may need to explain 

more, this –m mode. There are two kinds of mode for electrical conductivity 

calculation: 

 



 

 

 

 

Here shows examples of using AICON under standard and doping mode 

respectively. This is using AICON by command-line way. AICON’s function can 

also be called by a python script. 

 



Just several lines, clear and easy. 

 

 

After AICON’s calculation are finished, there will be several files containing the 

results. This Parameter file contains all key parameters including extracted from first 

principles calculation. Including effective mass at CBM and VBM, band gap, 

deformation potential constants, etc. these excel files contain transport coefficients. 

However, since the data is first stored as a pandas.dataframe object, it can be saved 

as any file format pandas supports. Users can change it according to their needs. 

Let’s see an example of this file. 

 

For lattice thermal conductivity, this picture shows the process for calculating it. We 

start from a relaxed structure, calculate its phonon spectrum and gruneisen 

parameters with DFPT or finite displacement method by phonopy plus VASP. Then 

get the results files band.yaml and gruneisen.yaml. Use these two files with 

POSCAR file as inputs of AICON and get the lattice thermal conductivity values. 



 

 

During this process, you need to run AICON twice. The first time is for getting the 

high-symmetry path, which is used as input of Phonopy in order to calculate phonon 

spectrum and gruneisen parameters. The second time is calculating the kappa values. 

The command is simple and clear. 

 

 

 

After the job finished, you will get an excel file named Kappa, which contains lattice 

thermal conductivity in the temperature range you want, also contains phonon 

relaxation time for three acoustic phonon branches and one optical phonon branch. 

Let’s see how it looks like. 

 



 

 

 

As I already said, before calling AICON, users need to finish these first principles 

calculations. These calculations follow some order, have varying complexity and 

take different time.  Managing the workflow could be painful, especially when doing 

high-throughput screens. That’s why I also implement an automatic workflow 

control tool in AICON. I design a workflow specified for AICON’s calculation. The 

users just need to submit the job once and the following calculation will run 

automatically. Let me show you how this is achieved. 

 

 

 

 

In this next section, I will briefly show you how to run BoltzTrap2 to calculate 

thermoelectric transport properties. 



BoltzTraP2 is a modern implementation of the smoothed Fourier interpolation 

algorithm for electronic bands that formed the base of the original BoltzTraP code, 

One of the most typical uses is the calculation of thermoelectric transport 

coefficients as functions of temperature and chemical potential in the rigid-band 

picture. Here I need to emphasize again that BoltzTrap uses constant relaxation time 

approximation,, it assumes the electronic relaxation time is non-related with band 

index and wavevector. This however, will cause a problem that for some results of 

Boltztrap, such as electrical conductivity and electronic thermal conductivity, they 

are actually not the results we expect, since they contain this \tau implicitly. That’s 

why BoltzTrap calculation is much faster, but also means users need to get these \tau 

values from other methods. Here I listed the link of its homepage and two papers 

introduced its theory and utility. 

 

 

Since BoltzTrap being published, there has been a lot of high-throughput works 

using it to screen potential thermoelectric materials. The largest scale one is this 

work. This project is a part of the materials project database, they used BoltzTrap 

calculated nearly 50 thousand compounds’ transport coefficients. The data is open 

source and people can check and download these data. 

 



 

 

The installation of BoltzTrap is relatively simple. The dependent packages are 

almost the same as those of AICON. You can install it either from pip or from the 

source package. 

 

This is the workflow of BoltzTrap2, starting from DFT calculated wavevector, band 

energy and band velocity, first do the interpolation work to get the band energy on 

a extremely dense mesh. Then do the Fermi integrals to obtain transport coefficients. 

There are also other functions such as plotting fermi surface or plotting energy 

bands. Users who are interested in these functions can read its manual. 

 



 

 

 

 

Here I show how to use BoltzTrap2 in a command-line way. Use btp2 –h get the 

help information, or btp2  –h get the help information of the interpolation function. 

Second, for interpolating the band energies the required inputs are vasprun.xml, 

IBZKPT if using VASP for DFT calculation. Then run the command, there are only 

several variables that users need to specify. –o specify the output file name. 

lowercase and uppercase E specify the energy window around fermi level in which 

bands are taken into consideration. The unit is Hartree.  –m specify multiplying 

factor for the number of irreducible k points in the interpolation, so here 10 means 

the final interpolated mesh is ten times denser than that existing in IBZPKT file. 

Finally, the working directory should be given. The output file is a .bt2 file, .bt2 files 

are just xz-compressed JSON documents, which can be visualized and manipulated 

using a multitude of tools and libraries. Usually users just need to treat this file as a 

black box. 

 



 

Third step, computing the transport coefficients, the required input file is the .bt2 

file from the last step. Then run the command, here –p is specifying the name of 

output files, then followed by the interpolation file from the last step and the 

interested temperature range. The output files include a .btj file, .condtens, .halltens, 

and .trace files. The last three are closely following the formats defined by the 

original BoltzTraP. They can be visualized with any text editor, loaded into any data 

processing code or plotted with almost any software on the market. This table lists 

the first line of .trace file, it represents the meaning and unit of each column. 

 

 

 

Next, I am gonna show you how to call BoltzTrap2 and analyze its results from a 

python script. 

 


